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francis - the chinese are not a maritime people, and no economic incentive has attracted them across the
straits: there is no land hunger in neighbouring fukien, no precious natural resources on the island that are not
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east (task force 96) consisted of only one light cruiser, uss juneau ... on 25 june 1950, at 0400 in the morning,
the north korean people's army, with seven infantry anatomy of medical errors: the patient in room 2 by
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please formosa: a china away from home? - goals, (1) couter-attack and build the island into the best
count-ry that can be, formosa would be a far different place today. i realize that the second goal would have
subtracted resources from the first, and vice versa, but my judgment is that the result today in free world
security and in harmony on the island would be better if attention ... be inspired by stirring true accounts
of famous ... - converting people to christianity. this book covers missionaries from around the world and
from several different christian denominations who served in asia, africa, north america, south america, and
the pacific. may these stories of those who have gone before inspire and encourage the current and future
ranks of christians, both young and the name taiwan dog is used by many european taiwan dog - in the
16th century, the portuguese named the island formosa, meaning “beautiful island.” the dutch east india
company set-tled on the island in 1624, followed by the spanish in 1626, until their fortress fell to the dutch in
1642. in 1662, the dutch were driven out by a ming loyalist who used the island as a base for raids on the
mainland. the army weekly by and for men in the servic - formosa, to be sure, is hot, with an average
temperature of 69, ... than the primitive specimens that island-hopping gis formerly encountered. there were
plenty of times in the past when yanks out tjxat way, upon ... some people are inclined to regard the far east
as "just a sink of colonial development and population in taiwan - colonial development and population in
taiwan george watson barclay published by princeton university press barclay, watson. colonial development
and population in taiwan. formosa - rd.springer - whatis formosa? an island, just under 14,000 square miles
in area, or slightly ... can it be that formosa has a significance, far beyond the fate of any individual or group,
some connection with the future ofthe hundreds of millions on ... as for the ordinary people ... education in
formosa - eric - education in formosa. 1..edi7cation under i'lle di "1111. i' ' i. the drivil (.1impany. to iio ilatid
the island of formosa is indebted for ifs first schools. in the early part of the seventeenth (tlit ufa', nviivii all`
dutch west world ar the defensive phase - central luzon. formosa-based warplanes virtually destroyed the
bulk of the u.s. far east air force lined up on the clark and iba airﬁelds not far from manila. for the second time
within a quarter-century, ameri-cans found themselves fully involved in a war they had not sought and,
although they had had ample warning, one for which they were still a modest proposal for preventing the
children of poor ... - a modest proposal for preventing the children of poor people in ireland, from being a
burden on their parents or country, and for ... but my intention is very far from being confined to provide only
for the children of professed beggars: it is of a much greater ... native of the island formosa, who came from
thence to london, above twenty years ... v,a justification of the war (11 vols,) public statements ... policy in the far east, april 11, 1951, public pa~ers of the presidents, ... independence and bring economic and
social progress to their people. ... on formosa, to belp keep that island out of the hands of communist china. it
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